
 

 

 

    

  

  



 

 

 



 

 

 



State Structure1 Exemption Threshold Rate Recent Legislative Changes

Delaware Pick-Up Tax Tied to Federal Threshold- $5.45 million Progressive Structure; Max Rate of 16%

Sources: McGuire Woods LLP, ITEP tracking of legislative changes, various Department of Revenue websites

2The New York estate tax features a "cliff" structure, by which estates valued at greater than 105% of the exemption threshold do not receive any exemption.

1Estate Taxes originally designed to pick up the federal tax credit are categorized as pick-up taxes here, although the federal credit no longer exists and state responses to its elimination vary (as indicated in the remaining columns 
of this table). State Estate Taxes that fully replaced pick-up taxes or were never based on the federal credit are categorized as separate taxes.

Separate Estate TaxConnecticut

Oregon Separate Estate Tax

Inheritance Tax

District of Columbia Pick-Up Tax
2014 legislation calls for a gradual increase in the exemption to match 
the federal level if revenue targets are met.

Hawaii Pick-Up Tax

Kentucky Inheritance Tax

Pick-Up Tax

Iowa

Based on relationship of recipient; ranges 
from 4 to 16%

Based on relationship of recipient; ranges 
from 5 to 15%

Exemption based on relationship of recipient to 
decedent

Exemption based on relationship of recipient to 
decedent

Minnesota Pick-Up Tax
2014 legislation will increase the exemption level annually in 
$200,000 increments, up to $2 million in 2018.

8% to 12%

Progressive Estate Tax Structure with Max 
Rate of 16%; Inheritance Tax rate of 10%; 
Estate Tax reduced by amount of Inheritance 
Tax if both are due

Progressive Structure; Max Rate of 16%

Maryland
Pick-Up Tax and County 
Inheritance Tax

2014 legislation will increase the exemption level gradually to match 
the federal level by 2019.

Maine Pick-Up Tax
2015 budget legislation increased exemption threshold to match 
federal law beginning in 2016, raising it from $2 million to $5.45 
million.

Tied to Federal Threshold- $5.45 million

Estate Tax increasing to Federal Threshold by 2019 
(current exemption is $2 million, raising to $3 million in 
2017); Inheritance Tax exempts all close relatives, with 
$1,000 exemption for others

Appendix: Description of Estate and Inheritance Taxes in 2016

7.2%-12%

Progressive Structure; Max Rate of 16%

Progressive Structure; Max Rate of 16%

Progressive Structure; Max Rate of 16%Illinois

$2 million

Increasing to Federal Threshold if revenue targets are 
met (current exemption is $1 million, triggered to 
increase to $2 million for 2017)

Tied to Federal Threshold- $5.45 million

$4 million

New Jersey
Pick-Up Tax and Inheritance 
Tax

2016 legislation will increase the Estate Tax exemption from $675,000 
to $2 million in 2017 and repeal the tax entirely in 2018; Inheritance 
Tax remains in effect.

Massachusetts Pick-Up Tax

Nebraska County Inheritance Tax

Coupled to 2001 federal threshold, including scheduled 
increases (currently $1 million)           

$1.6 million

Exemption based on relationship of recipient to 
decedent

Based on relationship of recipient; ranges 
from 1 to 18%

Progressive Structure; Max Rate of 16%

Estate Tax threshold currently $675,000, increasing to 
$2 million for 2017; Inheritance Tax exemption based on 
relationship of recipient to decedent

Progressive Structure for both taxes; Max 
Rate of 16%

Based on relationship of recipient; ranges 
from 4.5 to 15%

Progressive Structure; Max Rate of 16%

Pennsylvania Inheritance Tax
2016 legislation revised definitions and altered agriculture and small 
business exemptions.

Rhode Island

Spouses and parents of decedents 21 and younger 
exempt from taxation; further exemptions for 
agriculture and small business

New York2 Pick-Up Tax
FY15 budget included scheduled annual increases in the exemption 
level, to match the federal level by 2019.

Progressive Structure; Max Rate of 16%

Progressive Structure; Rates from 10 to 16%

Gradually increasing to Federal Threshold by 2019 
(current exemption is $3.125 million)

$1 million

$1.5 million

Washington Separate Estate Tax 10% to 20%

Vermont Pick-Up Tax Progressive Structure; Max Rate of 16%$2.75 million

$2.079 million, adjusted for inflation annually

Pick-Up Tax
FY15 budget increased the exemption threshold from $922,000 to 
$1.5 million and indexed it to inflation going forward.
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